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Cayley 4-Frames and
a Quaternion K
ahler Redu tion Related to Spin(7)

Liviu Ornea and Paolo Pi inni
Abstra t. The obje t of this note is CAYLEY, the Grassmannian of the

oriented 4-planes in R8 that are losed under the three-fold ross produ t.
We des ribe an a tion of U(1)  Sp(1) on the quaternioni proje tive spa e
HP 7 , that allows to obtain a Z2-quotient of CAYLEY by quaternion Kahler
redu tion.

1. Introdu tion

The existen e of only two ex eptional ross produ ts - in R7 and in R8, with two
and three fa tors respe tively - attra ted the interest of Alfred Gray in the sixties,
and this was one of his approa hes to the study of holonomies G2 and Spin(7)
on Riemannian manifolds [5℄, [10℄. About one de ade later, the symmetri spa e
stru ture of the Grassmannians of those planes in R7 or R8 that are losed under
su h ross produ ts was re ognized in the positive quaternion Kahler manifolds
Spin(7)
G2
and (Sp(1)Sp(1)
SO(4)
Sp(1))= 2 [14℄, [11℄. The latter of these manifolds is in fa t
SO(7)
7
isometri to the Grassmannian Gr4 (R7) = SO(3)
SO(4) of oriented 4-planes in R ,
8
but its r^ole as "ex eptional Grassmannian" of some distinguished 4-planes in R is
so interesting to make it deserving of notations like CAY or CAYLEY in papers on
alibrations [6℄, [9℄.
In this note we des ribe how CAYLEY an be obtained { up to a Z2-quotient
{ through a quaternion Kahler redu tion of the proje tive spa e H P 7 , a ted on
by a group isomorphi to U(1)  Sp(1). This a tion is similar to that used by
G2
P. Kobak and A. Swann in H P 6 , obtaining a Z3-quotient of SO(4)
by quaternion
Kahler redu tion [12℄. In the later note [13℄ a di erent a tion of the same group in
H P 7 is des ribed, obtaining this time as a redu tion a Z2-quotient of Gr4(R7). Our
redu tion is in fa t equivalent to this latter, via the isometry CAYLEY 
= Gr4 (R7),
although our de nition of the a tion is mu h loser to the point of view of the
former arti le [12℄. We observe also that, through the same isometry with this
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real Grassmannian, one an obtain CAYLEY as a redu tion of H P 6 a ted on by
Sp(1), following one of the lassi al pro edures des ribed in [1℄ (and in this way no
nite quotient is involved). However, the redu tion we are going to des ribe here
{ without making use of the isometry CAYLEY 
= Gr4 (R7) { has the advantage of
admitting two interesting generalizations.
One of them is a onsequen e of the possibility of introdu ing weights in the a tion of the U(1)-fa tor. This allows to obtain a family of 12-dimensional quaternion
Kahler orbifolds, some of them admitting smooth 3-Sasakian manifolds over them.
These smooth 15-dimensional manifolds are, together with similar 11-dimensional
manifolds related to G2, the rst examples of 3-Sasakian manifolds whi h are neither homogeneous nor tori [3℄.
The other possibility of extending the present redu tion is obtained by looking
at two other quaternion Kahler Wolf spa es. Sin e CAYLEY an be regarded as
the manifold of the hyper omplex 4-planes in R8 identi ed with the real ve tor
spa e of Cayley numbers C a (Proposition 3.1 below), higher dimensional analogues
Spin(9)
9

of it are the manifolds (Sp(2)Sp(1)
Sp(1))= 2 = Gr4(R ) and the ex eptional Wolf
F4
spa e Sp(3)Sp(1) , geometri ally the manifolds of the H P 1  C a P 1 and of the H P 2 
C a P 2, respe tively. Some issues related to this se ond generalization will be studied
in a future work [4℄.
A knowledgements. The rst author a knowledges nan ial support by
C.N.R. of Italy and by the Cultural Agreement between Universita di Roma "La
Sapienza" and University of Bu harest. Both authors thank Kris Gali ki for helpful
and stimulating onversations and Robert Bryant for a kind observation.
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2. Preliminaries on Cayley numbers

Let C a be the algebra of Cayley numbers, and let f1; i; j; k; e; f = ie; g = je;
h = keg be its anoni al basis over R. The multipli ation is given by

xy = (a db) + (b + da)e;
where x = a + be; y = + de 2 C a are written through the identi ation C a 
=
H 2 with pairs of quaternions. The quaternioni
previous formula) indu es a onjugation in C a:

onjugation (already used in the

x = a be, allowing to write the

non- ommutativity rule: xy = y x:
The non-asso iativity of C a gives rise to the asso iator [x; y; z ℄ = (xy)z x(yz );
alternating form that vanishes whenever two of its arguments are either equal or
onjugate. Geometri ally, the asso iator de nes the lass of asso iative 3-planes in
R7 
= ImC a, de ned in orthonormal bases by [x; y; z ℄ = 0. They are hara terized
as the 3-planes of R7 losed with respe t to the two-fold ross produ t :

x  y = Im(yx);

that is so more generally de ned for any x; y 2 R8 
= C a. Note that if x; y are
orthogonal and in R7 
= ImC a, the ross produ t is simply xy.
The three-fold ross produ t in C a 
= R8 is de ned by the formula
1
x  y  z = (x(yz ) z (yx));
2
redu ing to x(yz ) for x; y; z orthogonal.
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The following properties hold whenever x; y are orthogonal and for any w 2 C a:
(2.1)
x(yw) = y(xw);
(wy )x = (wx)y:
Moreover, for any x; y; z 2 C a:
(2.2)
(xy)(zx) = x(yz )x:
(A referen e for these preliminaries is [11℄, Appendix IV).
3. The Stiefel manifold of Cayley 4-frames

A 4-plane  of R8 that is losed under the three-fold ross produ t is alled
a Cayley 4-plane and it is oriented by hoi es of bases fw = x  y  z; x; y; z g.
Spin(7)
The manifold of the Cayley 4-planes in R8 is CAYLEY = (Sp(1)Sp(1)
Sp(1)= 2) ;
12-dimensional quaternioni submanifold of the Grassmannian Gr4(R8) of oriented
4-planes in R8 ([14℄, p. 262 or [11℄, p. 123).
Proposition IV,1.27 in [11℄ states that a 4-plane  in R8 is Cayley if and only
if  is losed under the omplex stru tures de ned by the 2-planes   . This
fa t an be reformulated as follows.

Z

3.1. A 4-plane  in R8 is Cayley if and only if any triple of
mutually orthogonal 2-planes ; ;   , all interse ting in a line, de nes a hyperomplex stru ture on  .
Proposition

Proof. For any  , dim( \ ImC a) is either 3 or 4. Thus, if  2 CAYLEY we
may sele t orthonormal imaginary o tonions x; y; z 2  su h that fx  y  z; x; y; z g
is an oriented basis of  . If u = x  (x  y  z ) = y  z , v = y  (x  y  z ) = z  x,
w = z  (x  y  z ) = x  y we have u; v; w 2 S 6 , and their orresponding omplex
stru tures Ju ; Jv ; Jw are asso iated to the 2-planes = spanfx  y  z; xg, =
spanfx  y  z; yg, = spanfx  y  z; z g. Sin e Ju y = z , Jv x = z , Jw x = y, then
(Ju ; Jv ; Jw ) satisfy Jv Æ Ju = Ju Æ Jv = Jw , i.e. it is a hyper omplex stru ture on  .
The onverse follows from the aformentioned hara terization in [11℄, p. 119.

Our onstru tion of (u; v; w) out of  = span fx  y  z; x; y; z g orresponds to
the isometry : CAYLEY ! Gr3(R7) of [6℄, p. 11. The image under  of the  2
CAYLEY an be interpreted as a tri omplex se tion of S 6 , oriented orthonormal
bases of the   being triples u; v; w of unit o tonions non ne essarily satisfying
the hyper omplex relations. The non-asso iativity of C a allows and ensures that
su h triples de ne a hyper omplex stru ture on  . An example is the Cayley 4plane  = span f1 h; i + g; j f ; k + eg: our pro edure gives the tri omplex triple
(u; v; w) = (i; j; e), whose asso iated (Ji ; Jj ; Je ) is hyper omplex on  .
This dis ussion permits to des ribe the inverse of the isometry , as follows.
3.1. Given a tri omplex se tion of S 6 with oriented orthonormal
basis (u; v; w), there is a unique Cayley 4-plane  in R8 on whi h (Ju ; Jv ; Jw ) is
hyper omplex.
Corollary

8
Definition 3.1. A Cayley 4-frame in R is an oriented orthonormal 4-frame
in a Cayley 4-plane  , hen e a frame fx; I1x; I2x; I3xg, where (I1 ; I2 ; I3) is the
hyper omplex stru ture of  .

By the a tion of Spin(7)  G2  SU(3) on the spheres S 7
latter with isotropy SU(2) 
= Sp(1), we have:

 S 6  S 5 , the
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3.2. The Stiefel manifold of Cayley 4-frames in R8 is the homogeneous spa e V = Spin(7)
.
Sp(1)
Proposition

Observe nally that:

3.3. An orthonormal frame ff1 ; f2; f3 ; f4g in R8 is a Cayley 4frame if and only if f 2 f1 = f 3 f4 .
Proposition

HP 7.

4. CAYLEY and a redu tion of

We now show how a Z2-quotient of CAYLEY an be obtained as quaternion
Kahler redu tion of H P 7 by the a tion of U(1)  Sp(1). A ording to [2℄, we rst
redu e (by the same group) the 3-Sasakian manifold whi h stands over H P 7 , namely
the sphere S 31 . Then we interpret the quotient of S 31 by U(1)  Sp(1) as the total
spa e of an SO(3)-bundle over a quaternion Kahler orbifold whi h is the quotient
of H P 7 by the same group.
The 3-Sasakian sphere S 31 is a ted on by U(1)  Sp(1) as follows. The fa tor
Sp(1) a ts by right multipli ation on ~h = (h ) 2 S 31  H 8 , and the moment map
 : S 31 ! R9 of the a tion reads:

(~h) = (

8
X

h ih ;

8
X

h jh ;

8
X

=1

=1

h kh ):

=1

By writing ~h = ~a + ~bi + ~j + d~k, it is easy to see that  1 (0) oin ides with the
Stiefel manifold of oriented (renormalized) orthonormal 4-frames in R8 [2℄.
We then a t by the fa tor U(1), rotating pairs of oordinates. This is expli itly

os 
sin 
des ribed by ~h 7! diag (A(); A(); A(); A())  ~h, where A() = sin
 os  ,
 2 R. The asso iated moment map  : S 31 ! R3 is now:

 (~h) =

4
X

(h2

1

h2

h2 h2

1

):

=1

N =  1 (0) \  1(0).
U(1)  V , where  is the a tion of

We are interested in the ommon zero set
Proposition

4-frames.

4.1.

N

=

U(1) on Cayley

Proof. The in lusion V  N
an be he ked either by dire t omputation,
using Proposition 3.3, or by a standard hoi e of the frame, like (1; i; j; k), and the
observation that  (~h) =  (~a +~bi+~j+ d~k) = 0 is invariant under right multipli ation
of ~a; ~b;~; d~ by any u 2 S 6 , and hen e by Spin(7) ( f. [11℄, p. 121). It follows also
U(1)  V  N , by the U(1)-equivarian e of  .
Conversely, to see that N  U(1)  V , refer to a standard hoi e of three ve tors
to be substituted in the moment map equation  (~h) =  (~a + ~bi + ~j + d~k) = 0,
assuming f2 = ~b = j; f3 = ~ = e; f4 = d~ = g, ( f. the similar proof of the G2- ase
in [12℄). Then the equation  (~h) = 0 and the orthonormality of the frame give

f~1 = ~a = os  + sin i. Then it is easy to he k that the element e i 2 of U(1)
transforms ( os  + sin i; j; e; g) into a Cayley 4-frame.

Observe now that U(1) \ Spin(7) = U(1) \ SU(4) = Z4 with generator  = ei 2 ,
and that under the a tion of  on V , a Cayley 4-frame (f1 ; f2 ; f3; f4 ) is transformed
into another frame of the same Cayley 4-plane if and only if (f1 ; f2; f3 ; f4) is omplex
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unitary, i.e. an element of SU(4)
. Also, of ourse  2 = 1, so that any Cayley 4Sp(1)
plane is xed under it. This explains the following des ription of the orbits of the
 V generate orbits that are the xed
U(1)  Sp(1)-a tion on N : points in SU(4)
Sp(1)
points of an indu ed a tion of Z2 on all the orbits of N , and a 3-Sasakian orbifold
Z2n Spin(7)
is obtained as quotient. We state the orresponding quaternion Kahler
Spin(4)
redu tion.
Theorem 4.1. The quaternion K
ahler quotient of H P 7 by the des ribed a tion
of U(1)  Sp(1) is an orbifold Z2nCAYLEY, with a singular stratum isometri to
SU(4)
the omplex Grassmannian S (U(2)
U(2)) .
?
Remark 4.2. By identifying any  with its orthogonal omplement  , one
obtains a smooth Z2-quotient of CAYLEY. Sin e ? orresponds to the hange of
orientation on 4-planes in R7 ([6℄, p. 11), this smooth Z2-quotient of CAYLEY is
the lo ally quaternion Kahler Grassmannian of unoriented 4-planes in R7.
The Z2n CAYLEY given by Theorem 4.1 is not smooth, its onstru tion yielding
the strati ed spa e Mreg[ Gr2 (C 4 ). The singular stratum Gr2 (C 4 ) orresponds,
under the isometry CAYLEY 
= Gr4(R7), to the standard Gr4(R6)  Gr4 (R7).
Thus the orbifold Z2nCAYLEY in Theorem 4.1 is isometri to the singular quotient
Gr4(R7)= 6 by the symmetry  6 with respe t to R6  R7.
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